The right market tools at the right time

It's challenging to navigate today's volatile commodity markets — especially with their increasingly interconnected nature, making it difficult to move between micro and macro levels. And while market data and advice flood the internet, much of it isn't exactly timely or trustworthy. Wading through this ocean of information takes considerable time and effort, putting you at serious risk of missing critical insights and valuable opportunities.

That's why there's DTN ProphetX.

What you need — when you need it

Instantly access the timely and accurate information you need to make your most profitable trading decisions — all in one place. We connect you to what matters: a wide array of real-time and historical data, robust analytical tools, accurate market-moving weather information, and unbiased, award-winning ag industry news coverage. And you can spend more time focused on important work with DTN ProphetX's customizable views and comprehensive back, mid, and front-office support.

New!
Real-time Dalian Commodity Exchange data*

Make better decisions on a macro scale with vital real-time and historical insights into the dynamic Chinese market for 21 separate agricultural and industrial commodities.

Critical intra-day views, as opposed to end-of-day summaries, will help you quickly and accurately monitor China's impact on global commodity supply and demand for sharper risk mitigation.

* This is an optional service.
Deep, dependable data
DTN ProphetX delivers robust data availability with futures market data and pricing for numerous commodities traded on key exchanges all over the world. This includes access to coveted Dalian Commodity Exchange data, which offers must-have insights into nearly two dozen agricultural and industrial commodities in the dynamic Chinese market, including hogs, palm oil, corn, soybeans, soybean meal, and soybean oil.

Our ever-growing bank of non-exchange data can fuel your charting and analysis for sharper views of pricing impacts. Explore essential government reports from entities like USDA, CFTC, and EIA. In addition to vital data from top-name and specialty third-party partners, you’ll also get our trusted, proprietary data and independent analysis, including our industry-leading cash grain database and actionable weather insights.

Enhance your analysis
DTN ProphetX makes it fast and easy to assess a wealth of information from numerous sources with its powerful charting and analytical tools, including a wide variety of studies and filters. Select from pre-formatted, industry-specific pages, build your own from scratch, or do both with our highly customizable interface. And it provides the data and tools you need to interpret the market, helping reduce your risks and boost your profits.

New! Get better visibility into the cash cattle market with CattleFax pricing data.

Weather is a major market-mover, and with the global rise in extreme conditions, like droughts, cold snaps, and heatwaves, it's never been more important to stay on top of this critical factor. We offer trusted, proprietary local, national, and international forecasts, conditions, and historical data, monitored and quality-controlled by our extensive, global team of skilled meteorologists. You can also explore maps and the underlying data for critical parameters, such as temperature and rainfall, to help you spot anomalies.

To round out your view of the markets, DTN ProphetX delivers hard-hitting U.S. and global coverage from our award-winning staff of agricultural analysts and editors, plus large, top-name and smaller, unique third-party partners. Content includes critical summaries and independent commentary, offering essential, easy-to-digest insights into what the market may do in the near term and the long haul.

And DTN ProphetX is built and backed by our skilled team of developers and engineers who have decades of experience in delivering fast, reliable, and innovative market data programs. The solution is fast and easy to use, with an interface that sets the standard for desktop analytical solutions.

New! Sharpen pricing strategies with a clearer view of where a price settles with our new, patent-pending high/low/close (HLC) chart type, complete with several built-in technical indicators.

Request more information today.
http://www.dtn.com/prophetx